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Abstract

High Performance Computing (HPC) clouds need to be efficiently shared between selfish tenants having applications with different resource requirements and Service Level Objectives (SLOs). The main difficulty relies on providing concurrent resource access to such tenants while maximizing the resource utilization. To overcome this challenge, we propose Merkat, a market-based SLO-driven cloud platform. Merkat relies on a market-based model specifically designed for on-demand fine-grain resource allocation to maximize resource utilization and it uses a combination of currency distribution and dynamic resource pricing to ensure proper resource distribution among tenants. To meet the tenant’s SLO, Merkat uses autonomous controllers, which apply adaptation policies that: (i) dynamically tune the application’s provisioned CPU and memory per virtual machine in contention periods, or (ii) dynamically change the number of virtual machines. Our evaluation with simulation and on the Grid’5000 testbed shows that Merkat provides flexible support for different application types and SLOs and good tenant satisfaction compared to existing centralized systems, while the infrastructure resource utilization is improved.
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1. Introduction

The emergence of new workload types, like data analytics, raises multiple issues regarding how resources of HPC clouds should be managed. Currently, these infrastructures need to be shared between multiple tenants, each requiring different frameworks, and having various application performance constraints, e.g., high availability, throughput, latency. Satisfying all these constraints while minimizing the cost of maintaining the infrastructure is a key challenge for many organizations. To ease their infrastructure’s management, some of these organizations choose to transform the infrastructure in a ”private cloud”, managed by a specialized system [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
The main difficulty that this system needs to address is allocating the resources needed for each application. This resource allocation must fulfill the following requirements. First, the resource allocation has to respect the infrastructure’s capacity limitations. Having enough capacity to meet all tenant requests in the highest demand periods is rarely the case, as expanding the resource pool is expensive. To differentiate between tenant requests in these periods, most of the state of the art systems [1, 2, 3, 5] rely on priority classes, i.e., tenants are given a priority class for their applications, or quotas, i.e., tenants have limited resource amounts to provision. However, in this case the tenants might abuse their rights and run less urgent applications, taking resources from tenants who really need them. Second, the resource allocation has to consider the application characteristics and tenant Service Level Objectives (SLOs). Some applications might have a resource demand that varies frequently due to the variability in the number of requests they have to process, e.g., web applications, while others can simply scale and use all currently available resources, e.g., bags of tasks or MapReduce applications. At the same time, while some applications can achieve better performance by scaling horizontally, i.e., scaling the number of nodes, others might also benefit from scaling their resource demand vertically, i.e., scaling the resource amount per node [6]. Statically allocating resources is inefficient as it leads to under- or over-provisioning, thus either poor application performance or poor utilization. Then, tenants might have different SLOs for their applications. Many state-of-the-art systems allocate resources to meet tenant SLOs by using offline and online profiling and specialized policies designed only for some application types, mostly batch data analytics [7, 8, 9] or web applications [10, 11, 12, 13]. These systems focus on specific SLOs and provide poor tenant differentiation policies, by separating the workloads in classes, e.g., silver, gold [14] or best-effort and latency-sensitive [8, 7, 9, 15].

In this paper we present the design and evaluation of Merkat, a HPC cloud platform. The novelty of our proposed system comes from the decentralized resource allocation model, in which applications provision resources autonomously to manage their tenants’ SLOs by controlling the amount they pay for resources; the resources are allocated to them through a proportional-share market that provides fine-grained resource allocation and a dynamic pricing model which varies with the total infrastructure demand. The contributions of Merkat are the following:

- **A proportional-share model for dynamic virtualized resource allocation** Merkat’s market relies on an algorithm which allocates virtualized resources in terms of proportional shares of CPU and memory to virtual machines (VMs), and performs load balancing between physical nodes. This fine-grained distribution scheme allows applications to scale their resource demand both horizontally and vertically. The market’s currency distribution policy and dynamic price ensure proper resource utilization in contention periods, by favoring tenants who get the most value from the resources.

- **Two SLO-driven resource demand adaptation policies** We implemented in Merkat two resource demand adaptation policies to be used by SLO-driven applications running on the proportional-share market: (i) a policy that adapts the application resource demand per VM to the current resource availability and resource price; (ii) a policy that adapts the application resource demand in terms of number of VMs to the current
resource availability and resource price. These policies can also be combined to allow applications to satisfy better their SLOs.

- **A generic platform for application and resource management** We designed Merkat to provide tenants with generic automatic application management mechanisms, allowing them to implement their own resource demand policies. The platform is extensible: it allows new scheduling algorithms to be developed and new application types to be integrated on the infrastructure.

- **An evaluation of Merkat in simulation and on a real testbed** We evaluated the performance of Merkat’s proportional-share market in terms of total tenant satisfaction when applications adapt their resource demands per VM to track a tenant-given SLO [16] using CloudSim [17]. We also tested Merkat on the Grid’5000 [18] testbed with two application types: static MPI applications and malleable task processing frameworks [19]. Our results show that: (i) Merkat is flexible, allowing the co-habitation of different applications and policies on the infrastructure; (ii) Merkat increases the infrastructure resource utilization, through vertical and horizontal scaling of applications; (ii) Merkat has low performance degradation compared to a centralized system that supports a fixed SLO type; this degradation is caused by the decentralized nature and the application selfish behavior.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our approach. It introduces the principles behind it and the resource management process. Section 3 describes the vertical and horizontal policies implemented in Merkat. We illustrate the use of the policies with examples validated on the Grid’5000 testbed. Section 4 presents evaluation results, with simulation, showing how Merkat’s algorithms behave on large-scale system, and how the Merkat prototype behaves on a small real testbed. Section 5 discusses limitations and future directions of improvement while Section 6 describes the related work. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Merkat

Merkat has been designed to manage the clusters owned by an organization that needs to run HPC workloads but cannot use public cloud resources due to security constraints, e.g., the data that needs to be processed is too sensitive. This is often the case of organizations carrying out research activities in computational sciences. An example of such organization is Electricite de France (EDF), which relies on HPC simulations to optimize the day-to-day electricity production or to choose the safest and most effective configurations for nuclear refueling. The clusters are shared among a multitude of tenants (e.g., scientific researchers) which might come from different departments (e.g., production, development) and might need to use specific frameworks or libraries to run their applications. These tenants not only have different SLOs for their applications, e.g., getting computation results until a specific deadline, or executing the application as fast as possible, but they might also want to assign different importance degrees to their requests.
Merkat meets the tenant demands, while also allowing the organization to get the best out of its infrastructure, by maximizing its resource utilization. Figure 1 gives an overview of Merkat. Merkat relies on: (i) a virtual machine market to allocate resources and internal currency to manage the priority of tenants’ demands and (ii) a set of virtual platforms that manage and elastically scale applications to meet tenant SLOs.

To be able to run applications on the infrastructure, tenants are assigned budgets by an administrator in the form of a virtual currency. Merkat disposes of a total amount of currency, which is distributed among uses based on defined weights. We call the currency unit a *credit*. A tenant will receive a budget of credits proportional to its weight in the system. It is the task of the administrator to add/remove tenants to/from the system and set up and adjust the total amount of currency and the tenants’ weights. Virtual currency is desirable when managing a private infrastructure; because no external currency is introduced, price inflation is bounded.

When a tenant wants to run an application, she assigns it a replenishable amount of credits, called application budget, and sends a request to Merkat to start a virtual platform for it. This application budget reflects the maximum cost the tenant is willing to support, or the true priority, for running an application. These budgets are replenished automatically at a system-wide interval defined by the administrator. The replenishment is defined as transferring a tenant-defined amount from her account to the application’s budget. Merkat ensures that the amount with which the budget is replenished never leads to a total budget that exceeds the initial budget amount. Replenishable budgets are used to minimize the risk of depleting the application’s budget in the middle of the application’s execution.

A virtual platform runs the tenant’s application by acquiring VMs from the virtual machine market. The design of the virtual platform is specific to the application type the tenant wants to run. VMs are acquired by submitting payments for their resources, also called bids. Bids can be scaled up or down during the VM runtime. This mechanism has several advantages. First, it provides *flexibility for designing a variety of policies* to adjust the resource allocation.
of the application in a selfish way, with regard only to the tenant’s SLO and application budget. This selfish behavior is natural, as tenants care only about the performance of their applications. In this context, currency management allows some control over this selfish behavior and gives tenants incentives to use better the infrastructure, while also allowing flexibility in meeting their SLOs. Second, allowing a bid per resource per VM leads to efficient resource utilization for the organization, as there is a strong incentive for tenants to design policies that avoid oversubscription by requesting just as much as the application uses from the capacity of a VM. Lastly, communicating resource demands through the use of bids leads to a generic system, capable of supporting any kind of application and SLO.

2.1. Architecture

Merkat is composed of three main services, the VM Scheduler, the Virtual Currency Manager and the Virtual Platform Manager. Figure 2 gives an overview of them. The Virtual Currency Manager applies virtual currency distribution policies and manages tenant and application budgets. The VM Scheduler is in charge of allocating resources to running VMs and computing their node placement. The used algorithms are described in Section 2.2. The Virtual Platform Manager acts as an entry point for tenants to run their applications on our system. To start an application on the infrastructure, a tenant submits a request containing a virtual platform template to the Virtual Platform Manager. The virtual platform template contains information regarding the application controller, adaptation policy parameters, including desired tenant SLO, and the configuration of the VMs, e.g., VM disk image. We define the SLO as the performance objective the tenant wants for her application, e.g., a specific execution time or throughput. To start the virtual platform, the Virtual Platform Manager checks any initial deployment conditions that a tenant has specified. For example, the tenant might want to start running an application only if the resource price is below a threshold. If these conditions are not met, the deployment of the virtual platform is either postponed or canceled. For example, the deployment is canceled if the application needs to start its execution before a given deadline (the tenant’s defined SLO) and the price is too high to allow it. If these conditions are met, the Virtual Platform Manager creates the
virtual platform and registers it with the Virtual Currency Manager. The Virtual Platform Manager is also in charge of resuming any virtual platforms that might suspend their VMs to avoid executing applications in high price periods.

To manage the tenants and the VMs, Merkat interacts with an IaaS Cloud Manager [20]. The IaaS Cloud Manager provides interfaces to start, delete and migrate VMs, manage their storage, network, and moreover, to keep information about the infrastructure’s tenants.

2.2. The Virtual Machine Market

To allocate resources to VMs based on the value of the submitted bids, Merkat uses a proportional-share policy. Originally, this policy was used by the operating system schedulers to allocate CPU time to tasks proportionally to a given weight, and inversely proportionally to the sum of all the other concurrent task weights [21]. Merkat uses a modified version of this policy, in which each provisioned VM has an associated bid for its resources, i.e., CPU and memory, and it receives an amount of resource proportional to the bid and inversely proportional to the sum of all concurrent bids [22]. The value of the bid of a VM can be changed during the VM runtime.

This policy is advantageous as it allows provisioning VMs with arbitrary resource allocations at a small time complexity (O(M), where M is the number of VMs in the system), aspect which becomes important with the increasing scale of the infrastructures. Moreover, this policy is easy to understand and use as it avoids starvation and involuntary VM shutdown or preemption. Because each VM receives a resource amount, even in high price periods, policies can be designed to allow applications to decide whether to adapt to these small allocations or voluntary shutdown some of their components.

In Merkat, the implementation of the proportional-share policy follows four steps: (i) VM bid submission; (ii) VM resource allocation; (iii) VM load balancing; (iv) price computation.

2.2.1. VM Bid Submission

To provision VMs, a bid, in the form of a vector \( b = \langle b_{cpu}, b_{memory} \rangle \) needs to be submitted for their resources, CPU and memory, to a central entity, called VM Scheduler. This bid can be submitted directly by the tenant or the virtual platform that manages the VMs. The initial bid can be computed based on past price history and the tenant’s current budget. In our implementation we compute the VM bid based on the current resource price. The bid submitted for a VM is persistent: the tenant can specify it when the VM is started and the VM Scheduler will consider this value in its allocation decisions during the VM runtime. Nevertheless, the value of the bid can be further changed to cope with price fluctuations.

2.2.2. VM Resource Allocation

The VM Scheduler periodically computes resource allocations for the VMs for which a bid was submitted, by considering the value of their bid and a resource utilization cap, \( a_{max} \), i.e., the maximum resource utilization of a VM during its lifetime. The VM Scheduler uses the \( a_{max} \) values to distribute free resources to other VMs needing them.
Figure 3: An example of resource fragmentation. 2 applications requesting 3 and respectively 2 VMs run on 3 nodes. If resources are allocated with the proportional-share policy from the entire infrastructure capacity (allocated amounts are noted with $alloc_i$), the CPU allocations for the first application’s VMs cannot be guaranteed. If resources are allocated with the proportional-share policy from the node capacity (allocated amounts are noted with $alloc_r$), allocations can be guaranteed and all available resources are distributed.

We consider that the tenant can estimate $a_{max}$ for her VMs. For example, on a cluster with 8-core nodes the tenant knows that her VM cannot use more than 8 cores.

The resource allocation computation is performed in two steps: (i) to ensure maximum utilization, the VM Scheduler computes the VM allocation considering the entire infrastructure as a single physical node; (ii) to cope with the resource fragmentation, i.e., the infrastructure capacity is divided among nodes, the VM Scheduler corrects the allocations to fit to the node capacity.

When considering the entire infrastructure as a single physical node, the VM Scheduler computes the resource allocations as follows. For each resource, given a set of $n$ resource bids $b_j(t)$, with $j \in \{1..n\}$, for a time interval $t$ and a capacity of $C$ units, the resource allocation for each bid $b_j(t)$ is equal to:

$$alloc_j(t) = \frac{b_j(t)}{\sum_j b_j(t)} \cdot C,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

However, as the infrastructure capacity is partitioned between nodes, there are situations when resulted allocations cannot be enforced. This issue is illustrated in Figure 3. We consider 3 nodes with a capacity of 100 CPU units and 10 GB of RAM each. We also consider 5 VMs with a maximum resource utilization of 100 CPU units and 2 GB RAM each. The first 3 VMs receive a bid of 12 credits, and the last 2 VMs receive a bid of 30 credits. In this example, only the CPU resource is a bottleneck and each VM will receive the maximum amount of requested RAM. Using Equation 1, the VM Scheduler computes an initial allocation for VM $j$, $alloc_{CPUj}$ (depicted with red in Figure 3), $j \in 1..5$, as follows: 37.5 CPU units for the first 3 VMs and 93.75 CPU units for the last two VMs, where 1 CPU unit represents 1% of CPU time. Practically, these allocations cannot be enforced.

To solve this issue, the VM Scheduler corrects the allocations by recomputing them after placing the VMs on the nodes and using the capacity of the node in Equation 1. In the previous example, the resulting allocation for the VM $j$, $alloc_{CPUj}$ (depicted with green in Figure 3), $j \in 1..5$, is: 33.3 CPU units for the first 3 VMs and 100 CPU units for
the last 2 VMs. The resulting allocation difference is called allocation error and is defined as follows:

\[ e_{\{CPU, mem\}} = \frac{|alloc_i\{CPU, mem\} - alloc_r\{CPU, mem\}|}{alloc_i\{CPU, mem\}} \]  

As seen in the next section, this allocation error is used in placing the VMs on nodes.

We note that the time complexity for this algorithm is \( O(M) \), where \( M \) is the total number of VMs from the system.

2.2.3. VM Load Balancing

When VM requests are received the VM Scheduler places them initially on the nodes with the lowest resource utilization. To minimize the VM allocation error, the VM Scheduler might migrate VMs between nodes. The process of migrating VMs among nodes is called load balancing. As having a high number of migrations leads to a performance degradation for the applications running in the VMs, the load balancing process tries to make a trade-off between the number of performed migrations and the VM allocation error. For example, it won’t make sense to migrate a VM when its allocation error is 1%. To select the VMs to be migrated at each scheduling period, the VM scheduler relies on an algorithm based on a tabu-search heuristic [23]. Tabu-search is a local-search method for finding the good solutions of a problem by starting from a potential solution and applying incremental changes to it.

Algorithm 1 details the load balancing process. The algorithm receives the list of current nodes, \( \text{nodes} \), the list of running VMs, \( \text{vms} \), the list of VMs to be started at the current scheduling period, \( \text{newvms} \), and three thresholds: (i) maximum number of iterations performed by the algorithm to obtain a better placement than the current one, \( N_{\text{iter}} \); (ii) maximum allocation error supported for the VMs in their current placement, \( E_{\text{max}} \); (iii) maximum number of migrations required to reach a better placement, \( M_{\text{max}} \). Based on this information the algorithm computes the new placement of VMs on nodes and outputs a migration plan, composed of the VMs to be migrated, and a deployment plan, composed of the VMs to be started.

The algorithm starts from the current VM placement and tries to minimize the maximum VM allocation error, noted with \( e_{\text{max}} \) in Algorithm 1 while keeping the number of VM migrations within the given limit \( M_{\text{max}} \). If new VMs need to be created, they are placed on the least loaded nodes (Lines 6-8) before the VM placement is improved. Then, the VM placement is incrementally improved by placing the VM with the highest allocation error among the CPU and memory resources (the allocation error for the CPU/memory resource of the VM \( i \) is noted with \( e_{ic} \) and, respectively, \( e_{im} \)) to the node that minimizes it (Lines 15-20). Note that, as each VM has two allocated resources, the maximum allocation error is the maximum among the computed error for each resource (Line 15). The VM allocation error computation is performed by a method called \( \text{ComputeErrors} \). To avoid being stuck in a suboptimal solution, the algorithm uses a list that memorizes the last changes (Line 21).

The \( N_{\text{iter}} \) threshold is used to ensure the algorithm finishes: if there is no improvement in the last \( N_{\text{iter}} \) iterations, the algorithm stops.

The time complexity for the load balancing algorithm is given by: (i) the time complexity of the \( \text{ComputeErrors} \) function (Line 12 and Line 22); (ii) the VM selection algorithm (Line 15); (iii) the node selection algorithm (Line
17); (iv) the computation of the required number of migrations (Lines 25-28); (v) and the update of the migration plan (Lines 35-40). The time complexity of the ComputeErrors function is $O(M)$, where $M$ is the total number of VMs in the system, as it is given by the time complexity of the resource allocation algorithm presented in Section 2.2.2. The VM selection algorithm has $O(M)$ time complexity while the node selection algorithm has $O(N)$ time complexity, where $N$ is the total number of nodes in the system. The computation of the required number of migrations and the update of the migration plan has $O(M)$ time complexity.

2.2.4. Price Computation

In our approach we compute the resource price as the sum of all bids divided by the total infrastructure capacity. If this price is smaller than a predefined price, i.e., reserve price, then the reserve price is used. Tenants are charged for their running applications at each scheduling interval with a credit amount equal to the product between the resource price and the allocated resource amounts for all running VMs.

2.3. Virtual Platforms

When running the application on the Merkat’s virtual machine market, it is not sufficient for the virtual platform logic just to acquire a number of VMs and compute their bids at the beginning of the application execution. As the resource price and allocation are dynamic, this logic will not guarantee that the application receives the right amount of resources to efficiently meet its SLO. If the price increases, the current tenant budget might not be enough to cover the cost of the needed resources. Thus, the application will run with less resources and not only will the SLO not be met, but also the budget will be wasted. If the price decreases, more resources could be provisioned, or the tenant could spend less for the already acquired resources. These issues are solved by the virtual platform, which monitors the application performance and adapts autonomously to the resource price and tenant requirements.

2.3.1. Virtual Platform Architecture

Figure 4 illustrates the architecture of a virtual platform. A virtual platform is composed of one or more virtual clusters, and an application controller, that manages them on behalf of the application. The application controller receives as input a virtual platform template, containing the application description and adaptation policies. An application can have one or more components, requiring different software configurations. Thus, for each application component, the application controller deploys a virtual cluster and starts the application component in it. We define a virtual cluster as a group of VMs that have the same resource configuration and use the same base VM image. As the application’s components might have different performance metrics, a different virtual cluster monitor running tenant-specific monitoring policies can be started in each virtual cluster.

During the application runtime, the application controller checks the application’s performance metrics and adapts dynamically the virtual platform resource demand to the infrastructure resource prices and reconfigures the application. The tenant can interact with her application controller during its execution to modify her SLO, the budget for the application execution, or to retrieve statistics regarding the application.
Algorithm 1 VM load balancing algorithm.

1: **ComputePlacement** (nodes, vms, newvms, Niter, E\textsubscript{max}, M\textsubscript{max})

2: migrationPlan ← ∅  // migrations to be performed
3: deploymentPlan ← ∅  // deployments to be performed
4: nIterations ← 0  // number of iterations until an improvement

5: 

6: for vm ∈ newvms do
7: node ← least loaded node from nodes
8: node.vms ← node.vms ∪ {vm}

9: solution\textsubscript{old} ← nodes  // current placement of VMs
10: solution\textsubscript{best} ← nodes  // new placement of VMs
11: tabu\textsubscript{list} ← ∅  // list of forbidden moves
12: 
13: \( e \) = ComputeErrors(vms, nodes)
14: while nIterations < N\textsubscript{iter} and \( e_{\text{worse}} > E_{\text{max}} \) do
15: \( (vm, e_{\text{max}}) \leftarrow \) vm with \( e_{\text{max}} = \max_{1 \leq i \leq n} \{e_{ic}, e_{im}\}, \text{vm} \notin \text{tabu\textsubscript{list}} \)
16: source ← vm.node
17: destination ← node which minimizes \( e_{\text{max}} \), node \( \notin \text{tabu\textsubscript{list}} \)
18: vm.node ← destination
19: source.vms ← source.vms − \{vm\}
20: destination.vms ← destination.vms ∪ \{vm\}
21: tabu\textsubscript{list} ← tabu\textsubscript{list} ∪ \{(vm, source)\}
22: \( e \) = ComputeErrors(vms, nodes)
23: \( e'_{\text{max}} \leftarrow \max_{1 \leq i \leq n} \{e_{ic}, e_{im}\} \)
24: nMigrations = count number of migrations required to reach the new placement
25: if \( e_{\text{worse}} - e'_{\text{max}} > 0 \) and nMigrations < M\textsubscript{max} then
26: solution\textsubscript{best} = nodes  // Keep the best solution so far
27: \( e_{\text{worse}} \leftarrow e'_{\text{max}} \)
28: nIterations ← 0
29: else
30: nIterations ← nIterations + 1
31: for node ∈ solution\textsubscript{old} do
32: for vm ∈ node.vms do
33: if vm.node ≠ node and vm \( \notin \) newvms then
34: migrationPlan ← migrationPlan ∪ (vm, vm.node)
35: for vm ∈ newvms do
36: deploymentPlan ← deploymentPlan ∪ (vm, vm.node)
37: return (migrationPlan, deploymentPlan)
3. Application Adaptation Policies and Use Cases

We demonstrate the case of virtual platforms in Merkat by proposing and applying two policies to adapt the resource demand of an application: vertical and horizontal scaling. These policies use the dynamic resource price as a feedback signal regarding the resource contention and respond by adapting the application resource demand given the tenant’s SLOs.

Both policies address three cases:

- **Preserve budget when the SLO is met:** When the SLO can be met, the virtual platform reduces its resource demand and thus its execution cost. The remaining budget can be used afterwards to run other applications.

- **Provide more resources when the SLO is not met:** When the application requires more resources to meet its SLO, and its budget affords it, the virtual platform increases its resource demand.

- **React when the SLO is not met due to budget limitations:** A last case that is considered is when the application cannot meet its SLO, because the current resource price is too high and the application budget is too limited to ensure the desired resource allocation. In this case, we consider that the tenant has two options: (i) stop the execution of her application; (ii) or continue to run it with the same amount of resources.

The policies are run periodically and use two performance thresholds, upper and lower, as a trigger: when the application performance metric crosses the thresholds, the policy takes an action that changes the virtual platform resource demand.

3.1. A Vertical Scaling Policy

The vertical scaling policy controls the amount of CPU and memory resources allocated to a VM as well the amount that is payed for them. This policy computes periodically the resource bids for each VM based on the following information: (i) current, minimum ($alloc_{min}$) and maximum ($alloc_{max}$) VM resource allocation; (ii) current
Algorithm 2 Vertical scaling policy

1: VerticalAdaptation (bid, bid\_min, last\_bid\_change, bid\_max, alloc, alloc\_min, alloc\_max, v, v\_ref, v\_low, v\_high)

2: resources ← {cpu, memory}
3: \( T \leftarrow \frac{\text{last\_bid\_change}}{\text{v}} \)
4: for \( r \in \text{resources} \) do
5: \( \text{bid} \_{\text{tmp}}[r] \leftarrow \max(\text{bid}[r]/\max(2, 1 + T), \text{bid}_{\text{min}}) \)
6: if \( \text{last\_bid\_change} < 0 \) then
7: \( \delta \leftarrow |\text{bid}[r] - \text{bid}_{\text{tmp}}[r]| \)
8: if \( \frac{\delta}{|\text{last\_bid\_change}|} < 0.1 \) then
9: \( \delta \leftarrow \delta/2 \)
10: \( \text{bid}_{\text{tmp}}[r] \leftarrow \max(\text{bid}_{\text{tmp}}[r] - \delta, \text{bid}_{\text{min}}) \)
11: \( \text{bid}[r] \leftarrow \text{bid}_{\text{tmp}}[r] \)
12: \( \text{bid}_{\text{tmp}}[r] \leftarrow \frac{\text{bid}[r]}{\text{bid}_{\text{max}}} \cdot \text{w}[r] \)
13: if \( \text{last\_bid\_change}[r] > 0 \) then
14: \( \delta \leftarrow |\text{bid}[r] - \text{bid}_{\text{tmp}}[r]| \)
15: if \( \frac{\delta}{|\text{last\_bid\_change}[r]|} < 0.1 \) then
16: \( \delta \leftarrow \delta/2 \)
17: \( \text{bid}_{\text{tmp}}[r] \leftarrow \text{bid}[r] + \delta \)
18: \( \text{bid}[r] \leftarrow \text{bid}_{\text{tmp}}[r] \)

// bids are re-adjusted due to budget limitations

19: if bid[cpu] > bid\_max\_\_memory then
20: \( w \leftarrow 0 \)
21: if alloc[r] ≥ alloc\_max[r], \( r \in \text{resources} \) then
22: \( w[r] \leftarrow 0 \)
23: \( \text{bid}_{\text{max}} \leftarrow \text{bid}_{\text{max}} - \text{bid}[r] \)
24: else
25: \( w[r] \leftarrow 1 - \frac{\text{alloc}[r]}{\text{alloc}_{\text{max}}[r]}, \ r \in \text{resources} \)
26: for \( r \in \text{resources with } w[r] \neq 0 \) do
27: \( \text{bid}[r] \leftarrow \frac{\text{bid}_{\text{max}}}{\sum_{r} w[r]} \cdot w[r] \)
28: return bid

application performance metrics, \( v \); (iii) application reference performance, \( v_{\text{ref}} \), upper and lower performance thresholds, \( v_{\text{high}} \) and \( v_{\text{low}} \); (iii) the current resource bids; (iv) the value of the last bid change, \( \text{last\_bid\_change} \), representing the difference between the current bid value and the previous one; (v) and the budget to be spent for the next time period, bid\_max\_\_max.
The parameters $\text{alloc}_{\text{max}}$ and $\text{alloc}_{\text{min}}$ can be determined by the tenant or the system administrator. For example, the tenant could know that a VM will never use more than 8 cores, thus $\text{alloc}_{\text{max}}$ can be set at 800 CPU units. Also, $\text{alloc}_{\text{min}}$ can be set by considering the minimum resource requirements of the VM, e.g., if the VM receives an allocation of less than 10

Algorithm 2 describes this policy. The policy works as follows. The given thresholds, together with the application allocation act as an alarm: when the application performance metric traverses them, the algorithm takes an action regarding the VM bid. For example, for an application which needs to finish its execution until a given deadline, the performance metric can be the (estimated) remaining application execution time while the upper threshold can be defined as $v_{\text{high}} = 95\%$ of the remaining time to deadline and the lower threshold as $v_{\text{low}} = 75\%$ of the remaining time to deadline. In this case, when the performance value is above the upper threshold, meaning that the application execution could exceed the deadline, or when the application receives an allocation below its specified minimum, the resource bids are increased. To optimize the cost per VM, when the allocation for one resource reaches the maximum, the bid increase for that resource stops. When the performance value drops below the lower threshold, meaning that the application could finish sooner than its deadline, the resource bids are decreased. To avoid cases in which the application receives a resource amount that is too small to allow it to make progress in its computation, its resource allocation is kept above a minimum value even when the performance value drops below the lower threshold.\footnote{Note that in this case the application controller might just as well suspend the application. This decision can be taken in a loop external to the algorithm.}

The value with which the bid changes is given by $T$ (line 2), and it represents the “gap” between the current performance value and the performance reference value. A large gap allows the application to reach its reference performance fast. To avoid too many bid oscillations the algorithm uses the value of the past bid change, i.e., $\text{last bid change}$ in its bid computation process. For example, if the bid was previously increased and at the current time period the bid needs to be decreased with a similar value, the bid oscillates indefinitely. Thus, the algorithm decreases the current bid with half of its value (lines 10, 18).

When the current budget is not enough to meet the performance reference value, bids are recomputed in a way that favors the resource (i.e., CPU or memory) with a small allocation, i.e., the resource with a small allocation represents a bottleneck in the application’s progress. We consider that having lower application performance is still useful for the tenant, e.g., a scientific application finishing 90\% of its computation before its deadline. Thus, the bids are increased using a proportional-share policy, where the resource “weight”, $w[r]$ is the difference between the actual and maximum allocation of the VM (line 27) for the resource $r \in \{\text{CPU}, \text{memory}\}$. If there is a resource with a maximum allocation, the bid distribution becomes straightforward: the algorithm already decreased the bid for this resource, thus the other resource receives the all remaining budget (line 22).\footnote{In this case the application controller could decide to suspend the application.}
3.1.1. Example: Deadline-driven Execution of a Static MPI Application

To give an example of how the vertical scaling policy can be used by an application controller, let us consider a tenant that wants to execute a static MPI application with \( n_{vms} \) VMs and a budget \( b \), renewed at a time interval \( t_{renew} \) with \( r \) credits. The SLO requested by the tenant is to finish the application execution before a deadline. The reasoning behind this policy, is that as long as its deadline can be met, the application can reduce its allocation to minimize its execution cost.

**Application Model.** We consider the following application model. The application is composed of a fixed number of tasks. Each task requires one cpu core and a specified amount of memory. We don’t model the communication between tasks. To finish their execution the applications need to perform a certain computation amount (e.g., 1000 iterations). There is a large number of iterative applications (e.g., Zephyr [24]) that follow this model. These applications have a relatively stable execution time per iteration. The execution time of an iteration can be tuned by modifying the resource allocation that each task receives. For example, if each task receives one full core, one iteration can take 1 second. Nevertheless, if the resource allocation drops at half, the same iteration can take 2 seconds.

**Terminology.** Before explaining how an application controller uses the previously defined policy we give some definitions of the terms used. When submitting her application, the tenant needs to provide the ideal execution time of the application, \( t_{ideal} \), the ideal execution time per iteration step, \( t_{ref\_ideal} \) and the total number of iterations the application needs to perform, \( n_{steps} \).

The terms that define the application performance are:

\[ n_{current} \] - the number of iterations the application has performed;

\[ t_{step} \] - the execution time per iteration step;

\[ t_{ref} \] - the reference time per iteration step: \( t_{ref} = \frac{t_{deadline} - now}{n_{steps} - n_{current}} \);

The terms used in computing the risk of not meeting the deadline are illustrated in Figure 5:
t_{submit} - the time at which the application is submitted;

\( t_{start} \) - the time at which the application is started;

\( t_{deadline} \) - the remaining time until the deadline set by the tenant; this value is initially set to \( \text{deadline} - t_{submit} \); during the application execution is computed as \( \text{deadline} - \text{now} \), where \( \text{now} \) represents the current time. if the execution time per iteration step is higher than \( t_{ref} \) then the application risks to miss its deadline.

\( t_{grace} \) - the time interval in which the application can be started or restarted without any risk of not meeting the deadline; When starting the application \( t_{grace} \) is computed as \( t_{deadline} - t_{ideal} \), as seen in Figure 5(a). After the application started executing, \( t_{grace} \) is computed as \( t_{deadline} - t_{refideal} \cdot (n_{steps} - n_{current}) \) as noted in Figure 5(b).

As \( t_{grace} \) is used now for resuming the application, we are interested in knowing in how much of the remaining time to deadline the remaining computation can be finished.

**Algorithm.** Now, let us describe the application controller behavior. The application controller starts the application when the resource price is low enough to afford a given allocation for each application VM. During the application execution, to keep the application execution time below a given deadline, the controller adapts the VM bid with the vertical scaling policy. The bid is adapted at each application monitoring period, based on the value of \( t_{step} \). If the \( t_{step} \) is faster than the reference 0.75 \( \cdot t_{ref} \), the bid is decreased. Otherwise, if \( t_{step} \) is larger than the reference 0.95 \( \cdot t_{ref} \) the bid is increased. We use these thresholds to avoid too many bid oscillations, and thus, resource re-allocations.

The maximum limit at which the bid can be increased is given by \( \text{bid}_{max} \), by distributing all the application’s budget over the remaining time to deadline. We apply this distribution to avoid cases in which the application will run out of credits in the middle of its execution. As we assumed that the application receives a budget renewed with \( r \) credits every \( t_{renew} \), the total budget the application receives until its deadline is: \( (b + r \cdot (t_{deadline}/t_{renew}) \).

As part of this adaptation policy, the application controller checks 3 conditions: (i) if it needs to stop the application execution; (ii) if it needs to suspend the application; (iii) if it can restart the application execution when the application is suspended. These conditions are checked as workload variation on the infrastructure leads to high prices. In this situations the application cannot meet its deadline and it is useless to spend more budget for its execution. The first condition becomes true when the application misses its deadline. The second condition happens due to high price periods. In a high price period the application controller cannot afford to keep the reference execution time per step, \( t_{ref} \), and thus it suspends the virtual platform. Finally, the third condition is true when the price drops at an affordable value. If the application cannot resume in \( t_{grace} \) time then the controller stops its execution.

3.1.2. **Adaptation of a Virtual Platform at Resource Demand Fluctuations**

To show how an application controller can adapt to changes in application resource allocation using the vertical scaling policy due to price variation, we ran a micro-benchmark using an MPI application, Zephyr [24]. Zephyr is a fluid dynamics simulation which runs for a tenant-defined number of iterations. Each iteration performs some
computation, and if the application is started with multiple processes, also data is exchanged among them. Zephyr receives as input a configuration file and it simulates a volume filled by fluid for a specified simulated time, Zephyr periodically writes in a log file the following information: the CPU time for each iteration and the current number of iterations. For an SLO-driven Zephyr application, the application controller reads periodically the CPU time for each iteration and it compares it with a reference CPU time computed such that the application finishes its iterations at the tenant’s given deadline.

We started an SLO-driven application and four best-effort applications (Zephyr applications running with a controller that does not change the bid during the application runtime) on a node, each in a VM with 4 cores. The SLO-driven application has a budget of 60000 credits, from which it can spend as much as it wants, while the other best-effort applications start with a bid of 100 CPU credits and 900 memory credits which remains unchanged during their execution. For this setup we used a node from our cloud. The SLO-driven application controller was started at the beginning of the experiment, while the other four application controllers were started during its execution. The last best-effort application was submitted after 20 minutes from the experiment start. The SLO-driven application has an ideal execution time of 77.5 minutes.

For clarity, we first run the Zephyr application with a best-effort controller instead of a SLO-driven one. Figure 6 shows the progress the application makes over time, i.e., its iteration execution time: (i) when it runs alone on the node (the ideal iteration time); (ii) and after the other applications are submitted (the best-effort iteration time). The performance difference in this case is highly noticeable: after all applications started executing, the iteration execution time increased almost 10 times. This degradation is not only due to its reduced resource allocation but also due to the other applications.

Then we ran the application with three different deadlines: 12000 seconds, 9000 seconds and 6000 seconds. We repeated each experiment three times and computed the average of the obtained values.

Figure 7 shows the bid of the SLO-driven controller for CPU resource for the different application deadlines. The bid stabilizes after all the applications were submitted. The application with the smallest deadline demands a maximum allocation and thus, the submitted bid is also much higher than in the other two cases.
Figure 7: CPU bid variation for three different deadlines.

Figure 8: Application resource and performance variation when running with a deadline of 9000 seconds: (a) shows the variation in resource allocation (also called share) and utilization and (b) shows how the controller keeps the performance, defined as iteration execution time, between the defined limits.

Figure 8(a) shows the variation in the resource allocation (also called share) and respectively utilization for the application when it is run with a deadline of 9000 seconds. As the behavior is similar for the other two tested deadlines, we omit depicting them. Remember that the VM resource share is the proportional-share the VM gets according to its bid. The resource utilization is how much the application inside the VM consumes. The left axis shows the CPU resource, i.e., percentage of total CPU time, while the right axis shows the memory resource, i.e., in MBs. The best-effort application arrivals can be noticed by looking at the changes in the SLO-driven VM resource share. In this case, the memory share reflects the best these arrivals. When the application started alone on the node the VM’s share is the entire node capacity. After each application arrival, this share decreases until it equalizes the VM utilization. After all
the best-effort applications started running, the SLO-driven controller keeps a reduced CPU share as the application can meet its deadline.

Figure 8(b) shows the variation in the SLO-driven application iteration execution time. To understand the behavior of the vertical scaling algorithm, we also give the lower and upper scaling thresholds, \( v_{\text{low}} \) and \( v_{\text{high}} \). We notice that after all the best-effort applications started running, the application controller manages fairly well to keep the iteration execution time between these two thresholds. However, there are cases in which the iteration execution time oscillates. We think that one cause for this variation is the sharing of physical cores between more VM processes. The SLO-driven application receives more CPU than the best-effort applications, and thus less of the VMs in which these best-effort applications run get scheduled on the same physical cores as its own.

3.1.3. Adaptation of a Virtual Platform at SLO Modification

Merkat’s application controller can also react to a tenant imposed condition. To show how it does so, we ran a SLO-driven Zephyr application and changed the tenant-specified deadline during the application execution. We submitted a deadline-driven application and four best-effort applications to Merkat. All the applications are started on the same node, each in a VM with 4 cores. The best-effort applications are started in the first few minutes after the start of the deadline-driven application. The SLO-driven application has a budget of 60000 credits, from which it can spend as much as it wants, while the other best-effort applications use a fixed bid of 100 CPU credits and 900 memory credits per VM.

The SLO-driven application is started with an initial deadline of 12000 seconds. After 64 minutes from the application start the deadline is changed to 9000 seconds. The application controller’s bid adaptation and the allocation changes can be noticed in Figure 9. Figure 10 shows the application controller behavior and the variations in the estimated application execution time due to allocation and bid fluctuations. The additional submitted best-effort applications at the beginning of the experiment leads to a decrease in application allocation and thus an increase in its execution time. However, the application controller doesn’t react aggressively as its allocation, in this case 266 CPU units, is enough to meet the application deadline. When we decrease the application’s deadline (noticed in Figure 10 from the change in the reference time), the application controller also adjusts the bid aggressively, leading to an increased resource allocation, in this case close to 400 CPU units, which is the maximum VM allocation. This increase allows the application to keep its iteration execution time close to the reference, thus meeting its deadline.

3.2. A Horizontal Scaling Policy

Some tenants, instead of scaling vertically the resource allocation of a VM, may prefer to set a fixed allocation for it and to scale the number of VMs instead. For example, an elastic framework (e.g., Condor, Hadoop) might make better use of VMs with fixed CPU allocations (e.g., 1 core per VM). Such a framework might expand its resource demand when the infrastructure is free and shrink it when the infrastructure is contended. In this case it would be more convenient to give a hint to the tenant on how many VMs she can provision in the next time period of the
application execution. Algorithm 3 describes the method to obtain this hint. Because the proportional-share allocation policy does not provide allocation guarantees, to keep an allocation for each VM closer to the maximum allocation the resource bid needs to be adjusted to resource price fluctuations. This bid value depends on the tenant’s available budget and the prices for two resources (CPU and memory).

Algorithm 3 VM upper bound computation

1: GetUpperBound(P, nmms\textsubscript{max}, b1d\textsubscript{max}, allo\textsubscript{c\textsubscript{max}})
2: resources ← \{\textit{cpu}, \textit{memory}\}
3: find maximum value of \(N \in [1, nmms\textsubscript{max}]\) for which \(\sum_{r \in \text{resources}} P[r] \cdot allo\textsubscript{c\textsubscript{max}}[r] \cdot N \left(1 - \frac{allo\textsubscript{c\textsubscript{max}}[r]}{\text{Capacity}[r]}\right) < b1d\textsubscript{max}\)
4: nmms ← \(N\)
5: bid\([r]\) ← \(\frac{P[r] \cdot allo\textsubscript{c\textsubscript{max}}[r] \cdot N}{1 - \frac{allo\textsubscript{c\textsubscript{max}}[r]}{\text{Capacity}[r]}}, r \in \text{resources}\)
6: return (nmms, bid)

The algorithm receives the resource prices, as a vector called \(P[r]\), where \(r \in \{\textit{cpu, memory}\}\) the requested number of VMs by the tenant, \(nmms\textsubscript{max}\), and the tenant budget, \(b1d\textsubscript{max}\). The output of the algorithm is a number of VMs, such that each VM might receive an allocation close to a maximum for all its resources at the current price. The value of the bid for each resource can be easily computed from Equation 1. To find the upper bound on the number of VMs, the algorithm performs a binary search between 1 and \(nmms\textsubscript{max}\) by checking at each iteration if the sum of bids the controller needs to submit is less than its remaining budget.
Algorithm 4: Horizontal scaling adaptation policy

1: \textbf{HorizontalAdaptation}(nvms_{old}, bid_{max}, alloc_{max}, v, v_{low}, v_{high})

2: \textbf{if} \ v > v_{high} \textbf{then}
3: \ \ \ \ nvms \leftarrow nvms + 1

4: \textbf{if} \ v < v_{low} \textbf{then}
5: \ \ \ \ \text{pick vm to release}
6: \ \ \ \ nvms \leftarrow nvms - 1

7: \ (N, bid) \leftarrow \textbf{GetUpperBound}(nvms, bid_{max}, alloc_{max})
8: \textbf{if} \ N < nvms \textbf{then}
9: \ \ \ \ \text{release} \ (nvms - N) \text{ VMs}
10: \textbf{else}
11: \ \ \ \ \text{request new} \ nvms - nvms_{old} \text{ VMs}
12: \textbf{return} \ nvms

The tenant can compute the number of VMs required to meet its application performance goal using the output of the Algorithm 3. To illustrate the use of this policy, Algorithm 4 describes a straight-forward method that scales horizontally the application. The algorithm provisions VMs as long as a reference value (e.g., execution time, number of tasks) is above a given threshold and releases them otherwise. To ensure that the VMs receive a maximum allocation given the tenant’s budget constraints, the maximum number of VMs for the next time period is computed using Algorithm 3.

3.2.1. Example: Elastic Execution of a Task Processing Framework

To illustrate the use of a horizontal policy, we consider a tenant that wants to execute bag-of-tasks applications on the infrastructure. The SLO for this application type is to minimize the workload processing time.

**Application Model.** To manage the bag-of-tasks execution the tenant uses a task processing framework (e.g., Condor) for which it assigns budget at a rate $b$. The framework has its own scheduler that manages the framework’s resources. This scheduler receives application submission requests, keeps them in a queue and dispatches them to nodes when resources become available. At any time, the tenant can retrieve information about the number of running and queued tasks.

**Algorithm.** To minimize the workload completion time for this framework, a horizontal policy can be designed with the use of Algorithm 4 to provision/release VMs. The policy can provision extra VMs as long as there are tasks in the framework’s queue and the framework’s budget is enough. If the tenant cannot afford the current number of VMs or no tasks are left in queue, VMs are released.
3.2.2. Adaptation of Two Different Virtual Platforms

Let us illustrate the use of such a policy in a scenario in which a cluster needs to be shared between two commonly used frameworks: Condor [25] and Torque [26]. Tenants submit applications to each framework. These frameworks are usually used by scientific organizations to manage their HPC clusters. Each framework has its own scheduler which puts applications in a queue and runs them on nodes when resources become available for them. We implemented a scaling policy for each framework that uses Algorithm 4 to provision VMs. For Torque applications, the policy minimizes the wait time in queue, while for the Condor applications the policy maximizes the throughput. In both scaling policies, the framework copes with fluctuations in price in two ways. First, it avoids requesting a large number of VMs per time period, as provisioning them is wasteful if the price increases in the next period. Second it avoids starting new VMs if some VMs were released due to a price increase in the previous period. We deployed the Condor framework to process parameter sweep applications and the Torque framework to process MPI applications; both application types are commonly used at EDF. Then, we have studied how Merkat adapts the resource demand of each framework based on its workload.

We submitted 61 Zephyr applications to Torque with execution parameters taken from a trace generated using a Lublin model [26]: the number of processors was generated between 1 and 8 and the execution time had an average of 2479 seconds with a standard deviation of 1243.5. We submitted 8 parameter sweep applications composed of 1000 jobs of one processor each to Condor with an inter-arrival time of one hour. As we did not have access to a real parameter sweep application, we used the stress benchmark, which ran a CPU intensive worker for different execution time intervals generated with a Gaussian distribution. The average task execution time was 478 seconds, with a standard deviation of 363. Both frameworks were deployed on 32 nodes managed by Merkat and receive an equal budget.

Figure 11 shows the number of running and queued jobs in the Torque/Condor’s queues and the number of VMs
provisioned over time. If each framework is assigned an equal share of the infrastructure, it would obtain a maximum of 112 VMs (green line from Figure 11). We divided our experiment in five phases. In the first, third and fifth phase Merkat’s controller is capable to take advantage of the under-utilization periods of the infrastructure and provision up to as many VMs as allowed by the infrastructure’s capacity for the Condor framework. In the second and fourth phase, both frameworks need more resources than their fair share to process their workload, thus each of them provisions an equal number of VMs. For clarity, Figure 12 shows the total CPU allocation for each framework, as a percentage from the total available cloud capacity. We have omitted the memory allocation, as it exhibits a similar trend. In contention periods, each framework receives half of the available CPU while in under-utilization periods, the Condor framework scales its CPU allocation according to its workload demand.

This experiment shows that the horizontal scaling policy allows applications to expand and shrink their resource demand according to the resource availability of the infrastructure, thus improving the resource utilization.

3.3. Discussion

We have seen that the virtual platforms react well to both changes in system workload and tenant requirements. Given that the system is not highly dynamic, and the application controller has time to adapt, the application can run with a smaller resource allocation and optimize its budget. The application controller optimizes the application execution cost while allowing other applications with less budget to use resources. However, our previously-presented policies do not cover all the possible cases. For example, the tenant’s deadline might be too strict for the current price. In this case, the application controller might need to estimate the future infrastructure load and send feedback to the tenant regarding the minimum deadline it can meet. Starting from the simple mechanisms presented here, to improve the SLO support more complex policies can be developed, based on application profiling and price prediction.

Finally, in both our policies, the controllers use VMs with a predefined maximum size. This size can be set up by the tenant, if for example she knows that her application will never use more than that, or it can be configured by the cloud infrastructure, e.g., as the capacity of the node. Nevertheless, the VM resource allocation changes dynamically,
as the vertical scaling policy can steer it during the application runtime.

4. Implementation and Performance Evaluation

In this Section, we analyze the performance of Merkat in terms of total tenant satisfaction when applications adapt their resource demands to track a given SLO, and we show its flexibility in supporting different tenant types. Tenant satisfaction is an important metric regarding the performance of a resource management system. This satisfaction depends whether that the tenant’s SLO is violated or not and on how much the tenant actually valued the execution of her application.

We have implemented a prototype of Merkat and validated it through simulation and on the Grid’5000 testbed [18]. We used simulation to test Merkat’s algorithms with a large workload. Running a large workload gives a better insight in the total satisfaction that the system can provide. Due to time and resource limitations, running a large workload on Merkat in a real environment, which lasts for days, or possibly weeks, and with a large number of nodes, would have been unpractical. We discuss next the implementation of Merkat. Then we describe the results we obtained from measuring the total tenant satisfaction provided by Merkat in simulation and on a real-world testbed.

4.1. Performance Results from Simulation with Large Traces

We measured the performance of our system in terms of total tenant satisfaction in different contention scenarios, compared to two traditional resource allocation policies: First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) and Earliest Deadline First (EDF). The first policy is usually applied by IaaS cloud managers to schedule VMs. It keeps the requests in a queue and schedules them when resources become available. The second policy is used to minimize the number of missed deadlines. The requests are ordered in the queue based on their remaining time to deadline and requests with the smallest remaining time to deadline are executed first. Other deadline-based algorithms are available in the state of the art, but a large majority is specific to one application type, e.g., bag of tasks, workflows, environment, e.g., public clouds, or are offline solutions. Moreover, it is difficult to choose among these different algorithms the most representative one. Thus, we chose the EDF policy as it is well-known in the state of the art and is often used as a comparison baseline. It is important to note that cloud managers cannot practically apply EDF or similar algorithms without limiting their support to a predefined set of application goals (e.g., meeting deadlines). Nevertheless, we wanted to compare our system with a centralized system that targets a fixed type SLO.

4.1.1. Simulation Setup

We implemented the algorithms of Merkat in CloudSim [17], an event-driven simulator implemented in Java. In our case, we simulate the datacenter, the VM Scheduler and multiple applications, created dynamically during the simulation. Applications are created according to their submission times, taken from a workload trace, and are destroyed when they finish their execution. In our simulator there is no distinction between an application and its virtual platform. To model the applications, we consider the batch application presented in Section 3.1. We simulate
these applications as sets of tasks, with each task requiring one CPU core and a specified amount of memory. The application applies the vertical scaling policy and interacts with the datacenter to change the bids for its VMs. As CloudSim does not model the cost of VM operations, we have also implemented a model for several VM-related performance overheads: memory over-commit, VM boot/resume and VM migration [16].

Tenant Model. To measure the total tenant satisfaction, we model the tenant satisfaction as a utility function of the budget assigned by the tenant to its application and the application execution time. There are different functions which can be used to model this satisfaction, and they depend on the behavior of the tenant. In this paper we define several functions, derived from discussions with scientists at Electricité de France:

- **Full deadline tenants** A common case is of a tenant who wants the application results by a specific deadline. If the application doesn’t finish its execution at the deadline, the tenant is unsatisfied.

- **Partial deadline tenants** Some tenants might value partial application results at their given deadline; for example, for a tenant who implemented a scientific method and needs to run 1000 iterations of her simulation to test it, finishing 900 iterations is also sufficient to show the good method behavior.

- **Full performance** Finally, other tenants want the results as soon as possible, but they are also ready to accept a bounded delay. The upper bound of the delay is defined by the application deadline. For example, a developer wants to test a newly developed algorithm. She wants the results as fast as possible, but if the system is not capable to provide them, she might be willing to wait until the morning.

Before discussing the signification of utility functions, we define the following terms: \( t_{exec} \) is the application execution time; \( t_{deadline} \) is the time from the submission to deadline; \( t_{ideal} \) is the ideal execution time, i.e., when the application runs on a dedicated infrastructure; \( work\ done \) represents the number of iterations the application managed to execute until it was stopped; \( work\ total \) represents the total number of iterations; \( B \) is the applications budget per budget renewal period and per task. \( B \) is assigned by the tenant and reflects the applications importance.

Table 1 summarizes the used utility functions. The full deadline tenant values the application execution at her full budget if the application finishes before deadline. Otherwise, we express her dissatisfaction as a ”penalty”, which represents the negative value of her budget. The partial deadline tenant is satisfied with the amount of work done until the deadline. Thus the value of her satisfaction is proportional to this amount. The full performance tenant becomes dissatisfied proportionally to her application execution slowdown. We bound the value of her dissatisfaction at the negative value of her budget.

Application Policy. For each tenant type we derive an application-specific execution policy from the vertical scaling policy, presented in Section 2.3, as follows:

- **Full deadline** The policy is derived from the Algorithm 2. Applications start when the price is low enough to ensure a good allocation. During their execution they adapt their bids and use suspend/resume mechanisms to
keep a low price in low utilization periods and to use as much resource as their SLO allows in high utilization periods. If, during its execution, the application sees it cannot meet the deadline it stops.

- **Partial deadline**: This policy is similar to the previous policy, but there are two differences: (i) the application suspends when a minimum allocation cannot be ensured (e.g., 30% cpu time or 30% physical allocated memory); (ii) as any work done at the deadline is useful, the application always runs until its deadline.

- **Full performance**: This policy is designed for full-performance tenants. The policy is similar to the Full deadline policy. Nevertheless, during its execution, the application, instead of tracking a performance reference metric, it tracks a reference allocation defined as the maximum used by the application VM. When the application cannot have a minimum allocation at the current price, the application suspends.

### 4.1.2. Workload

To evaluate the system performance we use the HPC2N workload trace from Parallel Workloads Archive [27], containing information regarding applications submitted to a Linux cluster from Sweden. The cluster has 120 nodes with two 2 AMD Athlon MP2000+ processors each. We assigned to each node 2 GB of memory. As the memory information was not specified for all the applications missing memory requirements were completed by assigning a random amount of memory, between 10% and 50% of the node’s memory capacity. We ran each experiment by considering the first 1000 jobs, which were submitted over a time period of 18 days. We scale the inter-arrival time with a factor between 0.1 and 1 and we obtain 10 traces with different contention levels. A factor of 0.1 gives a highly contended system while a factor of 1 gives a lightly loaded system.

We consider that all applications have a deadline and a re-chargeable budget. As we couldn’t find any information regarding application deadlines, we assigned synthetic deadlines to applications, between 1.5 and 10 times the application execution time. We assume that the budget amount the tenant wants to pay depends on the application’s deadline: a tenant with a less urgent application wants to pay less. Thus, the budgets assigned to applications are inversely proportional to the application’s deadline factor, and computed from a base budget of 2000 credits per time period.

### 4.1.3. Results

To see how the performance is influenced by the contention level, we measure the obtained satisfaction for each of the 10 obtained workload traces and for full deadline tenants. We repeated each experiment four times and the results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tenant Type</th>
<th>Utility Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>full-deadline</td>
<td>$B$, if $t_{exec} \leq t_{deadline}$, -$B$ otherwise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>partial-deadline</td>
<td>$B$, if $t_{exec} \leq t_{deadline}$, $B \cdot \frac{work_{done}}{work_{total}}$ otherwise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full-performance</td>
<td>$B$, if $t_{exec} = t_{ideal}$, $\max(-B, B \cdot \frac{t_{deadline}+t_{ideal}}{t_{ideal}-t_{deadline}} - 2 \cdot \frac{t_{exec}}{t_{deadline}})$ otherwise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Utility functions.
Figure 13: Proportional share market performance in different contention scenarios in terms of: total tenant satisfaction (a) and percentage of successfully finished applications (b). The contention increases from left to right.

Figure 14: Proportional share market performance for different tenant models in terms of: total tenant satisfaction (a) and percentage of successfully finished applications (b). The contention increases from left to right.

are presented as the mean plus standard deviation.

Figure 13 (a) describes the results of our comparison. For clarity, Figure 13 (b) describes the number of applications that successfully finished their execution until their deadline. We notice three aspects: (i) our system outperforms FCFS in all cases, as FCFS does not consider application valuation or SLO in its decisions. (ii) when the contention is not high, despite reaching almost the same number of finished applications as EDF, our system still outperforms it in terms of tenant satisfaction; (iii) however, when the system is highly loaded, its performance degradation increases. The performance gap between our mechanism and EDF can be explained as follows. When the contention is low, our system provides higher satisfaction than EDF, due to its fine-grained allocation policies. When the contention is high, more applications arrive at the same time and, EDF is capable to take better scheduling decisions: thus more applications with smaller deadlines, get to run on time. Because the deadline urgency is reflected in the application’s value, EDF also leads to higher tenant satisfaction. In the case of our system, applications do not take the best allocation decision, as they adapt independently with only limited information. This decentralization leads to a loss in performance, compared to EDF. The performance degradation is the “price” payed by the nature of our system, which allows applications to behave selfishly.
We also measured the total tenant satisfaction when tenants have different models for the satisfaction they get from their application execution. Figure 14 describes the proportional-share market performance for each of the different previously discussed tenant models, in terms of total tenant satisfaction and, for clarity, number of successfully finished applications (i.e., their deadlines were met). Figure 14(b) describes the total satisfaction that our system provides to tenants when applications use the each of the three different policies. The best satisfaction is provided by the partial deadline policy, as tenants still gain a positive value from getting the results at their deadline, despite of not having all of them. The worse satisfaction is provided by the full performance policy, as tenants are also more demanding: they get dissatisfied really fast and they perceive a negative value if their jobs don’t finish at their deadline. Figure 14(a) shows the percentage of finished applications for each policy. It is interesting to see that in all cases, the percentage remains almost the same. Nevertheless, fewer applications finish in the case of partial deadline tenants, as applications are not stopped before their deadline.

As the application adaptation algorithms lead to VM operations, we measure their cost. We keep the same settings from the previous experiments and we record the number of VM operations during the experiment run. Figure 15 describes the average number of VM operations per hour performed by the VM Scheduler for different tenant utility functions. We notice that the Full-Deadline policy is the most effective as it has the least number of VM operations. This is due to the fact that with this policy the applications are less aggressive in acquiring resources. We notice that in the most highly loaded periods the number of migrations decreases. This is explained by the fact that when there is a high load, many applications don’t resume and even don’t start their execution as their deadline cannot be met. The Partial-Deadline policy has the most migrations, number which increases with the contention, as even in highly contended periods applications continue running with smaller resource amounts. Moreover, applications start executing whenever they can get a small resource amount. This leads to more bid adaptations, and thus resource allocation changes and more migrations. The number of suspend/resume operations follows the same trend. The reason behind this is that applications resume at a small allocation, as the policy considers that any progress the application makes is useful. The Full-Performance policy follows a similar trend as the Partial-Deadline policy but the
number of migrations becomes higher even when there is not much contention. This is explained by the aggressiveness of the application adaptation policy that always increases the bid to get as much resource as possible.

The results of these experiments show that Merkat can accommodate different tenant types on the same infrastructure while providing good satisfaction.

4.2. Performance Results from Testbed Experiments

To measure the tenant satisfaction that Merkat provides on a real testbed, we set up a cloud managed first by Merkat and then by a batch scheduler, e.g., Maui [28]. Maui is often used by HPC organizations to manage their clusters. To run applications, Maui uses algorithms based on FCFS, with backfilling.

4.2.1. Merkat Prototype and Testbed

Merkat is implemented in Python and depends on the Twisted [29], paramiko [30] and ZeroMq [31] libraries. We used the Twisted framework to develop the XML-RPC services. Paramiko is used for the VM connection: the application management system needs to test and configure the VMs in which the application runs and it does so through SSH. ZeroMq is used for the internal communication between various components of Merkat (e.g., the Applications Manager and application controllers, or the application controllers and virtual cluster monitors). Merkat’s services store their state in a database storage for which we have used a MySQL server. The connections to the VMs are done through SSH in parallel, by using a thread pool with a size defined in the configuration file. As an IaaS Cloud Manager we use OpenNebula [20] 4.6. Merkat’s services communicate with OpenNebula through its XML-RPC API. We also shut down OpenNebula’s default scheduler, and replaced it with our VM Scheduler.

We deployed both Merkat and Maui on a cloud of 10 compute nodes on the edel cluster of the Grenoble site from Grid’5000. When using Maui, we deploy the VMs and add them to Maui as physical nodes at the beginning of the experiment. Each node has 2 Intel Xeon E5420 QC processors (4 cores) and 24GB of memory. The VM Scheduler of Merkat assigns for each node an available capacity of 700 CPU units and 23 GB RAM (one core is reserved for the hypervisor/node’s operating system) and it distributes it among the VMs running on the node. All nodes are connected through a Gigabit Ethernet and an Infiniband link. We use the Gigabit Ethernet link for VM communication and the Infiniband link for VM migration. The VM images are stored on a NFS server. To speed-up the VM deployment we use copy-on-write VM images. Merkat’s VM Scheduler uses a scheduling period of 60 seconds and the application controllers read the application’s performance metrics at every 80 seconds. We wanted a scheduling period that is small enough to allow applications to adapt fast their bids, and large enough to allow the VM migrations to finish. Unless otherwise specified, all VMs have a maximum capacity of 100 CPU units and 900MB of RAM. Each VM is configured with Debian Squeeze 6.0.1 OS and KVM [32] as a hypervisor on each node.

4.2.2. Workload

We run 160 Zephyr applications over a time interval of 7 hours, with 1 to 8 processes, each process in one VM and we consider full deadline tenants. We used a Lublin [33] model to generate the workload. We chose this model
as it is realistic. The generated application budgets were within the range of 1000 and 28700 credits per scheduling interval.

4.2.3. Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>% Met Deadlines</th>
<th>Satisfaction</th>
<th>App Suspend/Resume</th>
<th>Migrations/hour</th>
<th>VM Suspend/Resume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Merkat</td>
<td>82.5%</td>
<td>764330</td>
<td>51/51</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>140/140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maui</td>
<td>58.1%</td>
<td>-178581</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merkat/CloudSim</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>950554</td>
<td>40/40</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>103/103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Metrics reflecting the behavior of Merkat compared to Maui and to its simulation implementation in CloudSim.

Table 2 summarizes the results of our experiment. We repeated the experiment 4 times and we averaged the following metrics: (i) the number of successfully finished applications; (ii) the total satisfaction provided by Merkat and Maui; (iii) total number of applications suspended/resumed (iv) number of VM migrations; (v) number of VM suspend/resume operations. We notice that during the experiment 51 applications were suspended and successfully resumed, with an average number of 140 VM suspend/resume operations. In the same time we recorded an average of 310 VM migrations/hour. When Merkat is used to manage the cloud, the percentage of applications which finish until their deadline increases with 24.1% than when using Maui. Merkat also leads to more tenants being satisfied from running their applications on the cloud than traditional systems like Maui (in Merkat the total tenant satisfaction is 764330 credits, compared to a negative satisfaction of -178581 credits from Maui). This result provides evidence of the effectiveness of Merkat in managing a real cloud.

To analyze the differences between the simulation and the real testbed setup, we also compared the results obtained from the Merkat prototype with the simulation run on the same workload trace (we performed 4 runs and averaged the results). The difference in the number of applications which meet their deadlines in Merkat and CloudSim is 11%, with more applications meeting their SLOs in CloudSim, thus leading to higher user satisfaction. The behavior of Merkat also leads to a higher number of suspended/resumed applications (11 more applications in Merkat), as well as number of VM suspend/resume operations (37 more VM suspend/resume operations in Merkat) together with a significant number of migrations (310 compared to 62).

We believe this overall difference in the number of operations comes from the lack of accurate application modeling in CloudSim. In our experiment with Merkat we use Zephyr as an example application, which uses MPI for process communication. CloudSim relies on much simpler application model, in which the application performance is not influenced by network sharing and performance interference is not reliable modeled. Thus, when running applications on Merkat, Merkat’s algorithms have to cope with higher variability in the application performance metrics, which leads to higher variability in bids and resource allocations and thus a higher number of migrations. This number can be reduced by tolerating higher allocation errors in the VM placement algorithm.
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5. Limitations and Future Work

In this section we discuss the remaining open issues of our approach.

**Currency Policies.** Designing currency policies to decide how to give budgets to tenants remains a difficult task. When designing Merkat we encountered two issues: (i) deciding the total credit amount that circulates in the system; (ii) deciding the time period over which the tenant budgets are renewed.

The value of the total credit amount influences the performance of the system. If the total credit amount is too large, the resource prices become too inflated and lead to poor tenant satisfaction. If the credit amount is small and new tenants arrive, current tenants might be funded at a rate too small to allow them to run highly urgent applications. In Merkat setting this amount can be done by the infrastructure administrator based on the number of tenants in the system, the price history and the capacity of the infrastructure. If the administrator observes that the price increased considerably in the last period, she can reduce the total credit amount. If new tenants arrive, she can increase this amount. Designing an automatic system to manage this amount remains an open issue. Such a system needs to adapt the amount based on past price fluctuations, infrastructure size and feedback from the tenants regarding their resource usage versus assigned budget.

The time period over which the tenant budgets are renewed influences the tenant behavior. If the time period is small, tenants will not have incentives to save budget, and thus, to judiciously use resources. If the time period is too large, tenants might starve while resources are left idle. We consider that such a period should be in terms of weeks or several months. However, deciding properly this time period remains an open issue as it requires running the system on a real-world infrastructure and getting feedback from tenants.

**System Stability.** Poor adaptation policies, currency management policies or a too small scheduling interval might lead to system thrashing, i.e., the system would spend too much time adapting, wasting resources and leading to poor application performance. The system’s stability can be improved in two ways: (i) increasing the VM scheduler’s scheduling period, together with the application’s controller’s adaptation period; (ii) improving the adaptation policies. The first method will lead to a less reactive system, while the second method requires sophisticated algorithms for price and application performance prediction. Designing such prediction algorithms remains an open research question.

**Scalability.** As the current scale on which Merkat was tested is quite limited, also due to limitations in the underlying third party software stack, we could not identify the upper scalability limit of Merkat. We believe that this upper limit is determined by two factors: (i) the performance of the VM Scheduler in allocating resources when it has to cope with adaptation requests from a large number of applications; (ii) and the performance of the IaaS manager. While the performance of the IaaS manager is outside the scope of this work, the performance of the VM Scheduler can be further improved by optimizing the VM allocation and placement algorithm.
**Topology-awareness.** Co-location and migration might lead to performance degradation for running applications. Especially, in the case of HPC applications, care must be taken in placing communicating application processes as close as possible to each other. Currently, Merkat does not consider the application’s or the cluster’s topology. However, it can be further extended to allow tenants to express and pay for running their application processes as close as possible to each other.

**I/O resources.** The current resource allocation algorithms could be extended to consider network and storage resources. Such resources can become a bottleneck when network or data intensive applications are executed. Thus, it is normal to make them available at a price that reflects the total resource demand. Regarding the network resource, software tools can be used to limit the bandwidth available to each virtual machine and ensure a proportional share. We envision that similar mechanisms could be applied for storage too.

**High Availability.** To provide tenants with a production system, Merkat services require self-healing capabilities to make the platform highly available. State-of-the-art solutions [34] can be used to achieve these goals.

6. Related Work

We classify the related work in three categories: (i) resource management systems for clusters; (ii) platform as a service systems for clouds; (iii) and resource management systems that apply a market.

6.1. Resource Management Systems for Clusters

The emergence of new workload types, like data analytics, raised multiple issues regarding how resources of a cluster should be managed. Currently, clusters need to be shared between multiple tenants, each requiring different frameworks, and having various application performance constraints, e.g., high availability, throughput, latency. Supporting this variety of requirements can lead to a reduced resource utilization of the cluster and inefficient energy consumption. In this context, there are substantial efforts in the state of the art towards designing resource management systems to cope with these issues.

A first class of resource management systems focuses on the flexibility of sharing the cluster between applications requiring different frameworks, with the goal of maximizing the cluster utilization. Mesos [1] allocates resources to frameworks based on the concept of ”resource offer”, i.e., a list of available resources on nodes. Mesos gives resource offers to frameworks while frameworks can filter the offers and decide what resources to accept. Omega [2] presents frameworks with a ”replicated” shared view of the cluster, called a ”cell state”. Each framework keeps its own cell state, which is synchronized periodically to reflect allocation changes, and selects from it what resources to use. In Yarn [3] each application has its own application manager that requests resources from a global scheduler, which allocates resources by considering specific application constraints. Borg [35] is a resource manager developed to support different data analytics workloads running on Google’s infrastructure. Borg considers a workload composed
of long running critical services and short running best effort jobs. In Borg the infrastructure, composed of multiple clusters, is divided in cells, a cell having the dimension of an entire cluster. Each cell is managed by a Borgmaster which schedules tasks on the available nodes. Tasks are placed on the node with the best score, where the score is computed by considering tenant preferences, high availability, data locality as well as number of possibly preempted tasks and resource fragmentation. Although these systems have flexible architectures, which can support various application types, they do not consider the individual application performance or tenant SLOs. Moreover, when handling contention, these systems rely on priorities or tenant quotas. Apollo [9] is the system used to run data analytics workloads on Microsoft’s infrastructure. Apollo manages jobs composed of complex DAGs. The scheduling of each job’s tasks is performed independently, using a model similar to the cell state from Omega, in which each job can have an overview of the cluster state. In Apollo, each node also makes available information about future wait time inferred from its task queue, which is then used by the job to place its tasks on nodes. The jobs are classified in latency-sensitive and best-effort, with the tasks of best-effort jobs being scheduled opportunistically, e.g., when resources are idle, on nodes.

Other resource management systems focus on minimizing the energy consumption of the infrastructure [36, 37, 38, 39]. The common approach is to consolidate applications on as few nodes as possible and shut down the idle resources. In this paper we focus on maximizing the resource utilization of the infrastructure while making users to take educated decisions regarding their used resources (through the use of currency).

Finally, other cluster resource management systems focus on providing SLO support. These systems use controllers which allocate resources to applications based on obtained, offline and/or online, performance models. Applications are usually allocated enough resources to meet their SLOs; thus more applications run on the infrastructure and the resource utilization is improved. Earlier systems focused on web applications [40, 41, 10]. In this case, resources are allocated to VMs in a fine-grained fashion as applications like web servers can have varying CPU and memory utilization. VM migrations are employed to move the VMs among nodes either reactively [42], or proactively [13]. CloudScale [13] adapts the resource demand of VMs proactively and reactively. The proactive adaptation is done through padding the estimated resource demand of the application running in the VM. The reactive adaptation is done when the resource demand was under-estimated and the resource allocation of the VM needs to be increased. CloudScale leverages its long-term resource demand prediction algorithms to decide when and what VMs to migrate. [11] proposes an architecture based on “escalation levels”, which divide the actions involved in the resource management process. At the lowest escalation level, the resource configuration of the VM is changed. If this action is not possible, application components are migrated to other available VMs. Then, new VMs are deployed, new nodes are turned on, if nodes are available they are turned on or VMs from public clouds are rent. Although the idea is interesting, in the end, the authors address only the first escalation level by proposing rules to scale the resource allocation of the VM based on utilization thresholds. Policies to mediate resource conflicts between multiple applications are missing (e.g., before renting VMs from public clouds, the allocation of other existing VMs could be shrunk). iSSe [12] is a project which scales the application resource allocation in two ways: (i) first it scales up and down the resource demand
of each VM; (ii) and if the first scaling is not sufficient, it scales the number of VMs. Here the idea is to perform fine-grained resource allocation by re-distributing resources among the VMs belonging to the same application before taking resources from other applications.

Self-tuning virtual machines [43] run deadline-driven scientific applications in a fully decentralised system where applications are altruistic and adapt with no knowledge one from another. Applications run in single VMs on a node. A feedback controller tunes the CPU allocation of the VM such that the application running inside makes enough progress in its computation to meet its deadline. In this way, more applications can run on the infrastructure. A global admission control is used to avoid overloading the system.

More recent resource managers also focus on data analytics applications. Quasar [7] is a resource manager which uses classification techniques to determine the amount of resources required by each application to meet a specified performance and also the performance interference between applications. Heracles [8] targets latency-sensitive applications and dynamically allocates resources like CPU, memory and network to them while also co-locating best-effort applications to maximize the cluster utilization. Heracles uses online monitoring and offline profiling information to take allocation decisions. Bubble-Flux [15, 44] is a resource manager which uses on-line profiling to measure the performance interference between latency-sensitive and batch applications. In all of these systems there are only two types of workloads: best-effort and SLO-driven, where the SLO is a target latency.

Opposed to these systems, Merkat uses a market to distribute resources, leading to a more fine-grain differentiation between application priorities. Moreover, Merkat is designed to be generic enough to support more than one SLO and application type. Nevertheless, Merkat can leverage in its application controllers many of the algorithms proposed in such papers, regarding application performance profiling and avoidance of performance interference between different application types.

6.2. PaaS Systems

Many PaaS systems, commercial [45, 46, 47, 48, 49], research [50, 51, 52], and open source [53, 54, 55, 56] provide runtime support for applications hiding from tenants the complexities of managing resources. These systems, however, provide typically closed environments, forcing tenants to run only specific application types (e.g., web, MapReduce). If new programming frameworks appear, the PaaS provider needs to first develop the necessary support on the infrastructure, and then offer to the tenants the possibility to use it. In contrast to these systems, Merkat allows tenants to run new application types while distributing the resources among them based on their value.

Similar to Merkat, Meryn [57] is a PaaS that supports new application types through a decentralized resource control: resources are allocated among frameworks with consideration to the SLO and cost of the applications managed by them. Merkat is different from Meryn in two ways: (i) it allocates virtual environments per application while Meryn allocates them per framework; (ii) and it focuses on managing contention on a private infrastructure by implementing a virtual economy while Meryn uses cloud bursting to offload its workload in public clouds while optimizing the PaaS provider’s profit.

Using a market to manage the resources of a distributed infrastructure is a well-studied problem in the context of clusters and grids [58]. The reason why markets became so popular in the distributed systems community is the notion of cost, which makes tenants more aware of how many resources to acquire for their own use. Based on the pricing model, there are two commonly used market models: commodity markets and auctions.

In commodity markets the resource price is established using demand and supply functions and both consumers and providers buy and respectively sell at this price. These market types rely on tatonnement algorithms to adjust the resource price to reduce the excess demand close to zero [59]. These algorithms either use estimations of the excess demand [60], or they rely on the participants to send their demand as a function of price [61]. For scalability reasons, resources are allocated in a coarse-grain way, i.e., in terms of CPU slots or number of nodes. One particular case is Libra [62], which allocates CPU proportionally to the application’s deadline on each node while a global pricing mechanism, based on the infrastructure utilization, is used to balance supply with demand. The use of the proportional-share policy maximizes the infrastructure utilization, as opposed to a case in which applications are allocated exclusive-access to nodes. Admission control ensures that the applications accepted in the system do not lead to deadline misses for the other applications. However, the same admission control mechanism might prevent urgent applications for running while less urgent applications occupy all the resources. Aneka [63] implements a dynamic pricing model too by using advance reservations as a substrate resource allocation model. Unfortunately, as the price is set at the beginning of the execution, applications coming in the system in a low demand period will be charged with a small price, while urgent applications coming later, might not get all the resources they need for their execution.

Auctions establish the resource price based on how much tenants are willing to pay for resources. Auctions clear the market faster than the price computation algorithms from the commodity markets, allowing tenants with the most urgent demand to get their resources with minimum delays. Multiple attempts were made to use auctions to schedule static MPI applications, on clusters [64, 65] or to run bag-of-tasks applications on grids [66]. In this case, tenants bid for an application execution and the scheduler decides which application gets to run through the auction. Nevertheless, these proposed systems address the case of applications with known execution times and static resource requirements. In Popcorn [67] and Spawn [68] applications composed of many tasks can shrink when the resource price is high and expand when the resource price is low. Systems like Tycoon [22] or REXEC [69] implement a proportional-share policy per node to allocate fractional amounts of CPU. Ginseng [70] is a cloud platform that uses an auction to allocate memory to VMs on a node. The applications running in VMs have to decide the quantity of memory and the bid based on their performance. Although it represents a first step towards a market-based platform, further development is required to provide tenants with a complete system. A dynamic priority scheduler is proposed for Hadoop [71], to allocate map/reduce slots to applications using proportional-share. tenants are assigned a budget and they spend it to run applications on the cluster, by specifying a spending rate, i.e. the tenant’s willingness to pay for a slot and for a time period. The budget and the spending rate allow the tenant to control how many slots get assigned.
to her applications over time, and thus, to control the application execution time.

These systems do not provide support for different SLOs, as, more specifically, they do not monitor and adapt the application resource demand on the market. In contrast to these systems, Merkat controllers can adapt applications in two different ways, vertical and horizontal, to meet tenant SLOs.

7. Conclusion

This paper introduced a platform for application and resource management in private clouds, called Merkat. The goal of Merkat is to maximize the resource utilization of the managed infrastructure while providing support for different application resource demand models and tenant SLOs. To meet this goal Merkat transforms the organization’s infrastructure to a private cloud and relies on: (i) a proportional-share market to allocate fine-grained CPU and memory amounts to VMs and to make tenants aware of the cost of using resources; (ii) a set of autonomous application controllers that can scale the application’s resource demand vertically and horizontally to meet the tenant’s SLO under current price and tenant budget constraints. Merkat supports different applications and tenant SLOs by decentralizing the resource control and treats contention periods that might appear on the private infrastructure by using market mechanisms.

We evaluated Merkat in simulation and on the Grid’5000 testbed. The obtained results show that: (i) Merkat is flexible enough to support different applications and SLOs; (ii) Merkat can adapt the application resource demand to the infrastructure load and application’s SLO, maximizing resource utilization while leading to a better tenant satisfaction; (iii) the resource control decentralization has a reasonable performance impact compared to centralized resource management systems.
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